Self, Us, Now of Lucianism

I would like to introduce the departments of Lucianism to you with 3 stories each:

I discovered how to earn A, the elusive system of school and University.  I noticed a representation of “2 uses," a Pedagogical Breasonings Way of Thinking (“A System” part) to me after another student ignored it at University.  I have started postgraduate study, having attained the skill of “Implicit Pedagogy,” helping with Pedagogy and how to become a Pedagogue and would like to share my knowledge of how to reach this level with others.

I started collecting Meditation arguments before studying Meditation at University.  I aimed to persuade Heads of State to appoint Meditation in as close to curriculum as possible, and have been teaching fellow passengers how to meditate, many with success.  At the moment I would like to start collecting contact details and money from my students and conduct research about the many benefits my meditation technique has.

I know this may shock you, but the reason I started collecting Medicine arguments was because I started getting headaches in Bachelor of Arts (Honours).  I collected what I perceived were the set of arguments to prevent my headaches and even published them on Scientific American with the help of a Positive Psychology Professor in the US.  Now, I plan to somehow spread the word about the set of daily mental exercises based on my knowledge to prevent headaches, and maintain health.

I knew as soon as I studied Heidegger that “that (Computational English) was mine”.  I wrote and had a song about Computational English produced, which I don’t want released for legal reasons (I think the producer may have taken too big a slice).  Now, students and prospective parents may want to specify developed things in things called recordings (i.e., create and run computer programs in God’s mind) using Computational English.


